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Landscapes / Seascapes presentation



Landscape / Seascape Photography
The Wikipedia Definition of Landscape photography is:

Landscape photography shows spaces within the world, sometimes vast and unending, but other times 
microscopic. Landscape photographs typically capture the presence of nature but can also focus on man-
made features or disturbances of landscapes.

Ansel Adams, the great American Landscape photographer once said:

“You don't take a photograph, you make it.”



Landscape / Seascape Photography

In 2011, I started my photography journey doing Landscape / Seascape photography and continue to do 
so to do this day because I love getting out there and recording nature at it’s best. 

When on location having captured what I want in camera, I sometimes just stop and admire mother 
nature doing what she does best – creating a beautiful scene for me to record & enjoy at that moment 
and time.

There is nothing more relaxing for me after a hard days work than getting out there on my own or with 
other like minded people and recording a bit of this wonderful world we live in.



Landscape / Seascape Photography
This evening I’m going to show you that you don’t need to travel a million miles to get a decent photo that you would 
gladly hang on the living room wall at home. 

There are plenty of photographic opportunities around us but you must plan in advance and always remember practise 
makes perfect. 

I’m first going to bring you through some of the essentials of landscape / seascape photography and some useful Post 
Processing tips mainly using Lightroom.

Later on I will walk you through some locations nearby and not so nearby that I have captured over the last few years. 

I hope the following presentation then inspires you to get out there on your own or with others to capture the beautiful 
landscapes around us.



Landscape / Seascape Photography

So, when I take a landscape photograph, while essentially I am capturing this image for me, I’m also 
thinking way ahead to “how will this image be perceived by the viewers ?”

And this is why the famous quote from Ansel Adams always comes to my mind

”There are always two people in every picture: the photographer and the viewer.” – Ansel Adams



Landscape / Seascape Photography

Gear Required

v Camera Body  – any camera that facilitates you shooting in Aperture Priority, allows adjustment of ISO and you can 
adjust the f stop to shoot somewhere between f/8 to f/16 allowing sharp images and and a good DOF

v A good sturdy Tripod – this is a must for landscape / seascapes – without one you will not get the correct results (best 
visual impact). – More about Tripods in a while.

v A wide angled lens – ideally 12mm for Cropped sensor Cameras and 18mm for Full Frame Cameras – You don’t have to 
spend a fortune to get a good landscape lens in your gear kit. 

v (I recently purchased a Samyang 12mm lens for my cropped sensor FujiXT10 & XT2 costing €230 and it is a super lens –
These lens can also be purchased for Nikon & Canon)



Landscape / Seascape Photography

Gear Required
v Filters are another essential part of the Kit. Most useful are the GND filters – Graduated Neutral Density Filters & 

polarising filters – More about Filters in a while.

v Cable Release – very useful as you are not touching the camera when pressing the shutter. Alternatively use your 
time delay in your settings – usually 2 options 2 secs or 10 secs. 

v Use amazon to purchase these accessories as they are as cheap as chips on the spurious market compared to the 
official brands of the Nikon’s / Canon’s & Fuji’s version



Landscape / Seascape Photography

Gear Required

v Plenty of warm clothing, preferably wellies if you are on the beach doing seascapes or else use a good pair of 
mountain boots if doing landscapes.

v Your mobile phone Apps to check winds, tides, sunset, sunrise etc.

v One the best App’s ever designed for us landscape photographer's was “TPE” aka THE PHOTOGRAPHER'S EPHEMERIS®



Landscape / Seascape Photography

v https://www.photoephemeris.com

v TPE helps you plan outdoor photography in natural light.

See how the light will fall on the land, day or night, for any location on earth.



FILTERS
What are Filters ?

v Lens filters are transparent or translucent glass or Gelatin elements that attach to the front of a lens.

v Filters protect the camera lens. 

v Filters alter the characteristics of light passing through the lens.

v Filters can add special effects and colours to an image. 

v They come in two types:   Screw-in filters and slot-in filters using specially designed holders depending on the brand of 

filter you are using.



FILTERS
The Purpose of Filters

§ Camera lens filters can serve different purposes in digital photography.

§ Filters can enhance colours and reduce reflections or they can simply just protect lenses.

§ Lens filters modify light before light enters the lens



FILTERS
Types of filters

Ø Screw in Filters:  These fit directly onto your lens depending on the diameter of your lens. (Ideal – no holder required).

Ø Slot-in Filters:  This type of Filter requires a filter holder on the lens adapter ring and filters are dropped into the filter holder. 

Ø The holder usually has interchangeable rings so the holder can fit on a wide array of lenses.



FILTERS
The Filter Factor

Filters alter light entering the lens and as a result, require you to alter your exposure to 
compensate for this fact. 

This is called the Filter Factor and each filter has a specific filter factor.



FILTERS
The different type of filters for camera’s

Ø Polarising Filters

Ø UV Filters

Ø ND Filters

Ø ND Graduated Filters



FILTERS
Polarising Filters

Polarising filters change the way your camera records reflections & glare. 

A polarising filter has the ability to change the vibrancy of some colours in your image.

A typical function of a polarising filter is to remove reflections from water or through glass



FILTERS
UV Filters

The purpose of a UV filter today is to simply protect the front element of a lens.

UV filters are great for keeping salt spray, dust and grime off the front of your lens.



FILTERS
ND Filters

This type of filter is useful in any setting where you want to use larger Apertures and/or slow shutter 

speeds in bright conditions.



FILTERS
Neutral Density Grad Filters

Essentially ND Grads are rectangular, optically correct pieces of resin or glass with a gradient from dark to light. They are

called “neutral” because the dark part of the filter should not make any colour differences, or add a colour cast to the 

scene. 

This is not always true of cheaper filters, but the well established filter brands. 

Best recommendation is to stick to Soft Edge ND grads



FILTERS
ND Grads



FILTERS
ND Filters

ND grads come in different strengths

The filters are made in different strengths to compensate for different lighting conditions. Depending on the dynamic 
range (the difference between highlights and shadows) in your scene you can choose an ND grad filter that will be darker 
or lighter. Darker filters hold back more light and lighter filters, hold back less light. 

The most common ND Grads are made in the following strengths:

• 0.3 or one f-stop of light
• 0.6 or two f-stops
• 0.9 or three f-stops. 

The important calculation to remember is to try and keep your sky and your foreground within one stop of one another. 

Also, ND grads can be stacked if the light is really bright, so you can make the sky even darker, depending on the effect you
want.



FILTERS
ND Filters

The important calculation to remember is to try and keep your sky and your foreground within one stop of one another. 

Also, ND grads can be stacked if the light is really bright, so you can make the sky even darker, depending on the effect you
want.



FILTERS
Filter Holders



FILTERS
Lee Big Stopper – 10 Stops



FILTERS
Lee Little Stopper - 6 stops



FILTERS
Screw on Filters E.G. Tiffen



FILTERS
Good Brands

• Cokin (For learners – creates colour cast)

• Lee

• Hi-Tech

• Haida



Landscape Photogrpahy Tips
Plan Ahead

Before heading out, research exactly what time sunrise or sunset will take place at your chosen location, or exactly which 

direction the sun will rise or fall in relation to your desired shooting position?  

The good news is that you can do all this and more with the aforementioned super-helpful App “The Photographer’s 

Ephemeris. “



Landscape Photogrpahy Tips
Plan Ahead

However, there are cheaper and simpler Apps for your phone.

One that I use is “Tides near me” (iPhone only)



Landscape Photogrpahy Tips
Plan Ahead



Landscape Photography Tips
Camera Settings

Optimal camera basic settings:

• Metering Mode: Evaluative (Canon) Matrix (Nikon)

• Drive Mode: Single shot

• Shooting Mode: Aperture Priority

• Aperture: f/11 to f/16 (lenses sweetest points)

• ISO Setting: 100 to 200

• Focus Mode: Single Shot

• Auto-Focus Point: Single auto-focus point

• Focal Length: Between 12mm to 35mm

• Image Stabilisation: Disable it – especially for slow shutter speeds. Stabilisation technology is designed exclusively for 
handholding and, thus, should be turned off when mounting your camera on a tripod.



Landscape Photography Tips
Maximize your Depth of Field

• Depth of Field (DOF) is that amount of your shot that will be in focus.

• Large depth of field means that most of your image will be in focus whether it’s close to your camera or far away.

• Focus about 1/3rd of way in to your subject matter and best focus on dark matters

• Personally I nearly always shoot at f/16 and the result is that both the background and the foreground interest remain in 

focus. (However f/16 I stress is only a personal choice that works well for me)



Landscape Photography Tips
Maximize your Depth of Field

Do bear in mind however that smaller apertures mean less light is hitting your image sensor at any point in time so  you 

may need to compensate either by increasing your ISO or lengthening your shutter speed depending on the light available 

to you.



Landscape Photography Tips
Tripod’s

Always use a tripod – your camera needs to be completely still during exposure – especially during long exposures.

There are all makes & shapes of Tripods on the market but the key to purchasing is ensuring that it is nice & solid / 

sturdy as you may be shooting in all weathers. Carbon fibre is the best but the most expensive.

Stability is crucial  !



Landscape Photography Tips
Tripod’s

Some Common brands of Tripods with a good reputation are:

• Manfrotto

• 3 legged thing

• Induro

• Gitzo

• Vanguard



Landscape Photography Tips
Look for a Focal Point

All shots need some sort of focal point to them and landscapes are no different – in fact landscape photographs without 
focal points end up looking rather empty and will leave your viewers eye wondering through the image with nowhere to 
rest.

Focal points can take many forms in landscapes and could range from a building or structure, a striking tree, a boulder etc. 
etc.

Think not only about what the focal point is but where you place it. 

Now The rule of thirds kick in . . . 



Landscape Photography Tips

Think Foregrounds

One element that can set apart your landscape shots is to think carefully about the foreground of your shots and by 

placing points of interest in them.



Landscape Photography Tips

Consider the Sky

Most landscapes will either have a dominant foreground or sky – unless you have one or the other your shot can end up 

being fairly boring.

Typical of Irish skies



Landscape Photography Tips

Lines

Always try and use leading lines to draw your viewer into your image



Landscape Photography Tips

Capture Movement

This effect is best captured using the “silky effect” of water when capturing Seascapes – i.e. long shutter speeds



Landscape Photography Tips

Work during the Golden Hours

The light mother nature produces at Dawn & Dusk can be spectacular and is best captured at this time of day



Landscape Photography Tips

Think about Horizons

Is it straight?

Where is it compositionally?



Landscape Photography Tips

Consider your Point of View

Take a little more time with your shots – particularly in finding a more interesting point of view to shoot from



Landscape Photography Tips

Other matters to consider 
(trying something different)

• Misty mornings
• Symmetry
• Abstract
• Starbursts (using bright light captured like a star)
• Intentional camera movement



Landscape Post-Processing Tips

I process mostly in Lightroom but also use photoshop CC and NIK Color Effex

I will now advise you of a few tips to process your Landscape /  Seascape images



Landscape Post-Processing Tips

When Post- Processing your images should be visually appealing  (ready to hang on the wall stuff)

Your approach to PP should be that the viewer shouldn’t be able to tell that you have done much work to it.

However, it is your image and you should process it the way you want the viewer to see it trough your eyes.

You have to know when to Stop  processing



Landscape Post-Processing Tips

• To ensure the best finished quality you should always “SHOOT IN RAW” for landscape / seascape photography

• Import into Lightroom and then start by cropping – CHOP CHOP out any distractions

• Make sure your HORIZON line is STRAIGHT

• Adjust your sky further if necessary (even though you may have used filters it may need further adjustment)



Landscape Post-Processing Tips
Make sure you have exposed your image correctly using your histogram detail.

Watch for blown highlights and darks



Landscape Post-Processing Tips

CROP TOOL IN LR



Landscape Post-Processing Tips

GRADUATED 
FILTER TOOL IN LR



Landscape Post-Processing Tips

RADIAL  FILTER 
TOOL IN LR

Do local edits using a Radial Filter

This filter works virtually the same way as the Graduated filter, except that it is applied in the 
form of a circle (fully adjustable). 
It can be set to apply edits either inside or outside of the circular outline.



Landscape Post-Processing Tips

This panel affects all of your 
image (“Global”)

Don’t be afraid to make “Global adjs”



Landscape Post-Processing Tips

The Vignette tool is under 
“EFFECTS” 

Add a Vignette



Landscape Post-Processing Tips
Check your White Balance or Colour Temperature



Landscape Post-Processing Tips

• Use Clarity & Contrast Sparingly but depends on your image

• When you adjust the Clarity, you are working with the contrasts 
(edge contrast) in the mid-tones of your image.

• Your image will start looking  sharper, so you do not want to 
overdo it

• Pull back your highlights where necessary

• Bring up your shadows for darks



Landscape Post-Processing Tips

• BE VERY CAREFUL with your saturation tool

• Use more “Vibrance” than “Saturation”



Landscape Post-Processing Tips

• Don’t be afraid to experiment with NIK software

• I use COLOR EFEX PRO 4 a lot to add an extra dimension to 

my images

• The panel opposite shows some of my favourite filters that 

I regularly use

• You simply ask LR to go off to NIK plug in – make your 

adjustment and it imports back into LR with the added filter 

applied



Landscape Post-Processing Tips

• Finally, ensure your image is “SHARP”

• A new “Trick of the trade” we learnt recently from Ross McKelvey to sharpen quickly and effectively is to 
use another plugin from NIK called Output sharpener



Landscape Post-Processing Tips



My Images

• I now present to you some of my work over the last few years and I 
will explain the setup, some of the planning and locations and the 
stories behind them



SUNRISE IMAGES



White Rock Beach Killiney 



Forty Foot, Sandycove



Sandymount Strand 



Sandymount Strand



Laytown



Portmarnock Beach 



Forty Foot, Sandycove



Portmarnock Beach 



Malahide Beach 



Portmarnock Beach



SUNSET IMAGES



Carton House



Malahide Estuary



Malahide Marina



Malahide Estuary



Malahide Beach



High Rock, Portmarnock



Dublin Bay,



Booterstown



Sandymount Strand 



Baily Lighthouse, Howth



Martello Tower, Sutton



Sutton Strand



Knockbridge, Co. Louth



Bring your landscape skills on holidays

Pack your camera bag along with your suitcase and capture something abroad



San Juan de Gaztelugatxe, Spain



Scalea, Italy



Scalea, Italy



Venice, Italy



Lake Garda, Italy



You can also shoot landscapes during the day

Using filters and dull light you can capture some great landscape images.

Here are a few examples:



Wicklow, Devils Glen walk



Tollymore Forest, N.I.



Wicklow, Cloughlea, (Manor Kilbride)



Prosperous, Co. Kildare



How about shooting in the SNOW ?



Carton House



Carton House



Malahide Castle



Malahide Castle



And Finally

3 of my best from the annual weekend away last weekend :



Sunset over Pine Island, Derryclare Lough



Doolough



“Tyrone house”
long exposure using a 10 stop “Big stopper” 
Lee filter @ 50secs



Thanks for listening


